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These include combinatorial descriptions of the moments, the orthogonality rela- 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The Charlier polynomials Ca(x) are well-known analytically [4], and 
have been studied combinatorially by various authors [8, 12, 16, 17, 20]. 
The moments for the measure of these orthogonal polynomials are 
Ixn = ~ S(n,k)a k, (1.1) 
k=l  
where S(n, k) are the Stirling numbers of the second kind. The purpose of 
this paper is to study combinatorially an appropriate q-analogue of C,~(x), 
whose moments are a q-Stirling version of (1.1). While studying these 
polynomials, we use statistics on set partitions which are q-Stirling dis- 
tributed. 
Our main result (Theorem 3) is the combinatorial proof of the lineariza- 
tion coefficients for these polynomials. In the q = 1 case, the linearization 
coefficients are given as a polynomial in a, whose coefficients are quotients 
of factorials (see (4.4)). This has a simple combinatorial explanation. 
However, in the q-case the coefficients are not the analogous quotients of 
q-factorials. They.are alternating sums of quotients of q-factorials, and 
thus a combinatorial explanation is much more difficult. From the combi- 
natorial interpretations of the polynomials and their moments, in terms of 
weighted partial permutations and set partitions, we deduce a combinato- 
rial interpretation for the linearization coefficients of a product of three 
q-Charlier polynomials. We then apply a weight-preserving sign-reversing 
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involution defined in five steps. Theorem 3 is obtained by enumerating the 
remaining fixed points. Some of the steps of the involution are quite 
straight-forward, but some others are more complicated. They use more 
sophisticated techniques uch as encoding of permutations or set parti- 
tions into 0-1  tableaux (cf. [6, 18]), which are fillings of Ferrers diagrams 
with O's and l's such that there is exactly one 1 in each column. They also 
use interpolating statistics on set partitions, as were introduced by White in 
[22]. Indeed, the characterization f the final set of fixed points uses a 
bijection gt s of White between interpolating statistics, making their enu- 
meration all the more complicated. 
It turns out that our q-Charlier polynomials are not what have classi- 
cally been called q-Charlier; in fact they are rescaled versions of the 
A1 Salam-Carlitz polynomials [4, p. 196]. Some comparisons to the classi- 
cal q-Charlier are given in Section §7. Zeng [24] has also studied both 
families of polynomials from the associated continued fractions. 
The basic combinatorial interpretation of the polynomials is given in 
Theorem 1. Several facts about the polynomials can be proven combinato- 
rially. The combinatorics of set partitions, restricted growth functions and 
0-1 tableaux is discussed in Section 3, and the statistic for the moments is 
given in Theorem 2. In Section 4, we state our main theorem, Theorem 3, 
giving the linearization coefficient for a product of three q-Charlier 
polynomials, and we set up the general combinatorial context for its 
demonstration. The five steps of the weight-preserving si n-reversing invo- 
lution proving Theorem 3 are given in Section 5, and the combinatorial 
evaluation of the remaining fixed points is the subject of Section 6. 
We use the standard notation for q-binomial coefficients and shifted 
factorials found in [11]. We will also need 
1 - qn 
[n]q 1 - -q  ' 
and 
[g/]!q = [F/]q[/2 -- I lq . . .  [1]q. 
2. THE q-CHARLIER POLYNOMIALS 
We define the q-Charlier polynomials by the three-term recurrence 
relation 
Cn+l( x, a; q)  = ( x - aq ~ - [n]q)Cn( x ,a ;  q)  - a[ n ]qqn- lCn_ l (  x,  a; q) ,  
(2.1) 
where C l(x, a; q) = 0 and Co(x,  a; q) = 1. 
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It is not hard to show that these polynomials are rescaled versions of the 
A1 Salam-Carlitz polynomials [4, p. 196] 
x 1 -1  ) 
Cn(x, a; q) = anU~ - , . (2.2) 
a a(1 q) a ( l - - -q )  
Since the generating function of the U,(x, b) is known [4], we see that 
o~ t ~ (a t )~( - t / (1  - q ) )= 
E Cn(x ,a ;q )  - . (2.3) 
n=O (q )n  ( t (x  - 1/ (1  - q ) ) )~ 
This gives the explicit formula 
Cn(x ,a;q) = k (-a)n-kq(n;~) l - I (x -  [i]q). (2.4) 
k=0 q i=0 
Clearly, we want a q-version of [16], which gives the Charlier polynomi- 
als as a generating function of weighted partial permutations, i.e., pairs 
(B,o-), where B _c {1, 2 , . . . ,  n} = In], and o" is a permutation on [n] - 
B~ ~ %-B" Thus we need only interpret he individual terms in (2.4) for a 
combinatorial interpretation. The inside product can be expanded in terms 
of the q-Stirling numbers of the first kind. We let cyc(o') be the number of 
cycles of a permutation or and inv(cr) be the number of inversions of o- 
written as a product of disjoint cycles (increasing minima, minima first in a 
cycle). 
k-1  
FI (x -  [i]q) = E 
i=0 cr~ ~%~ 
( - 1) k-cyc(O-)qinV(O-)xCyC(o-) 
For the sum over k in (2.4), we sum over all (n - k) subsets B c [n]. Let 
in~(B) = E (b - a), 
b~B 
so that the generating function for these subsets is 
We have established the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 1. 7"he q-Charlier polynomials are given by 
C , (x ,a ;q )= ~_, ~ qi~'(~)+inv(B)(--1)~-¢YC(~)akBIxCyC(~), 
B~[n] o '~n-B  
= E E coq(B,o')x c'c(~). 
Be[n] o-~®. B 
A combinatorial proof of the three-term recurrence relation (2.1) can be 
given using Theorem 1. An involution is necessary. For more details, we 
refer the reader to [5]. 
3. THE MOMENTS 
An explicit measure for the q-Charlier polynomials is known [4, p. 196]. 
It is not hard to find the nth moment of this measure xplicitly. The result 
is a perfect q-analogue of (1.1), 
= E Sq(n, k)a k, (3.1) 
k=l  
where Sq(n, k) is the q-Stifling number of the second kind, given by the 
recurrence 
Sq(n ,  k )  = Sq(n  - l ,  k - 1) --~ [k ]qSq(n  - 1, k) ,  (3 .2)  
where Sq(O, k) = 6o, k. In fact, one sees that [13] 
sq(n,k) ( l_q)n-k E 0 k+j  j ( -1) j  (3.3) 
j= q 
Clearly (3.1) suggests that there is some statistic on set partitions, whose 
generating function is/x n. This statistic, rs, arises from the Viennot theory 
of Motzkin paths associated with the three-term recurrence (2.1) [20]. We 
do not give the details of the construction here. 
However, let us review some combinatorial facts about q-Stirling num- 
bers. Set partitions of [n] = {1,2, . . . ,  n} can be encoded as restricted 
growth functions (or RG functions) as. follows: if the blocks of 7r are 
ordered by increasing minima, the RG function w = wlw2.., wn is the 
word such that w s is the block where i is located. For example, if 
7r = 14712813L569, w = 123144124. Note that set partitions on any set A 
can be encoded as RG functions as long as A is a totally ordered set. 
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In [21], Wachs and White investigated four natural statistics on set 
partitions, called ls, lb, rs, and rb. They are defined as follows: 
= 
= 
= = 
= = 
~l{ J :  J < wi,j  appears to the left of position i} I, 
i=1 
[{j: j > w i, j appears to the left of position i}t, 
i=1 
[{j: j < wi, j appears to the right of position i} I, 
i=1  
n 
Y'~ I{J: J > wi, J appears to the right of position i}[. 
i= l  
Thus in the example, ls(Tr) = 13, lb(rr) = 7, rs(~r) = 7, and rb(rr) = 11. 
They showed, using combinatorial methods, that each had the same 
distribution (up to a constant) on the set RG(n, k) of all restricted growth 
functions of length n and maximum k, and that their generating function 
was indeed Sq(n, k) for rs and lb (respectiVely q('2) S q(n, k) for ls and rb ). 
We also use another encoding of set partitions in terms of 0-1 tableaux. 
A 0-1 tableau is a pair q~ = (A, f )  where A = (A 1 > A2 ~ " " " ~ Ak ) is a 
partition of an integer m = IAI and f = (fij)l<_j<_Ai is a "filling" of the 
corresponding Ferrers diagram of shape A with O's and l's such that there 
is exactly one 1 in each column. 0-1 tableaux were introduced by Leroux 
in [18] to establish a q-log concavity result conjectured by Butler [3] for 
Stirling numbers of the second kind. 
There is a natural correspondence between set partitions ~r of In] with 
k blocks and 0-1 tableaux with n - k columns of length less than or equal 
to k. Simply write the RG function w = wlw 2 . .. w~ associated to ~ as a 
k × n matrix, with a 1 in position (i, j )  if wj = i, and 0 elsewhere. The 
resulting matrix is row-reduced echelon, of rank k, with exactly one 
1 in each column. A 0-1 tableau (in the third quadrant) is then ob- 
tained by removing all the pivot columns and the 0's that lie on the left 
of a 1 on a pivot column. Figure 1 illustrates these manipulations for ~r = 
1247 J39(12)[568(11)J(10). 
We define two statistics on 0-1 tableaux q~: first, the inversion number, 
inv(~o), which is equal to the number of O's below a 1 in q~; and the 
non-inversion umber, nin(q~), which is equal to the number of 0's above a 
I in q~. For example, for p in Fig. 1, inv(p) = 7 and nin(q~) = 8. Note that 
an easy involution on the columns of 0-1 tableaux sends the inversion 
number to the non-inversion umber and vice-versa. We call this map the 
symmetry involution. 
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! 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0  
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  
0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1  
~ 010000 000101 
I O l O l O  
0 
1 
o 
FIG. 1. Correspondence b tween partitions and 0-1 tableaux. 
It is not hard to see that the inversion number (respectively non-inver- 
sion number )on  0-1 tableaux corresponds to the statistic lb (resp. ls -{~ t) 
/ % 
on set partitions. 
Similarly, permutations o- of [n] in k cycles can be encoded as 0-1 
tableaux with n - k columns of distinct lengths less than or equal to 
n - 1 (see Fig. 2). The correspondence is defined by recurrence on n. 
Suppose o- is written as a standard product of cycles. If n = 1, then 
cr = (1) corresponds to the empty 0-1 tableau q~ = Q. Otherwise, let 
tr ~ ®n + 1 and let q~ denote the 0-1  tableau associated to the permutation 
or in which (n + 1) has been erased. There are two cases. If (n + 1) is the 
minimum of a cycle in or, then o- corresponds to ~. If (n + 1) is not the 
minimum of a cycle, then it appears in tr at a certain position i, 2 < i _< 
n + 1. The permutation tr then corresponds to the 0-1  tableau q~ plus a 
column of length n with a 1 in the (i - 1)th position (from top to bottom). 
For example, tr = (1, 3, 4, 7, 2)(5, 6)(8) corresponds to the following 0-1  
tableau. 
It is not hard to see that under this transformation, the inversion 
number on 0-1 tableaux corresponds to the inversion number on permuta- 
tions, as defined in Section 2. Thus, their generating functions are the 
q-Stirling numbers of the first kind Cq(n, k). 
°l°° 1 I, 001 0 
1 0 0 
0 0 
0 1 
FIG. 2. Correspondence b tween permutations and 0-1 tableaux, 
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In [6], de Mddicis and Leroux investigated q and p, q-Stifling numbers 
from the point of view of the unified 0-1 tableau approach. In particular, 
they proved combinatorially or algebraically a number of identities involv- 
ing q-Stifling numbers. 
For the combinatorial interpretation of the moments of the q-Charlier 
polynomials in terms of set partitions ~r, we need two statistics. The 
number of blocks #blocks(rr) is one, and the other statistic is rs(rr). 
THEOREM 2. The nth moment for the q-Charlier polynomials is giuen by 
['t'n = E a#bl°cks(rr)q rs(rr)" 
rrEP(n) 
As we mentioned, many other q-Stifling distributed statistics have been 
found [21]. It is surprising that the Viennot theory naturally gives a 
so-called "hard" statistic (rs), not an easy one (e.g., lb [21]). Other 
variations on the rs-statistic an be given from the Motzkin paths, al- 
though the /b-statistic is not among them. It can be derived from the 
Motzkin paths associated with the "odd" polynomials for (2.1). 
4. THE ORTHOGONALITY RELATION AND THE LINEARIZATION 
OF PRODUCTS 
Let L be the linear functional on polynomials that corresponds to 
integrating with respect o the measure for the Charlier polynomials. The 
orthogonality relation is 
L( C~( x )C~m( X) ) = ann !am,ll. (4.1) 
The q-version of (4.1) is 
Lq(C l l (x ,a ;q)Cm(x ,a ;q) )  = anq(~)[n]!q(3m,n. (4.2) 
Since the polynomials Cll(x, a; q) and Lq have combinatorial definitions 
from Theorems 1 and 2, it is possible to restate (4.2) as a combinatorial 
problem. We will give an involution which then proves (4.2) in this 
framework. 
A more general question is to find L(Ca(x)C22(x)... C2~(x)) for any k. 
A solution is equivalent to finding the coefficients all~ in the expansion 
Cllal( x ) C~2 ( x ) . . .  Cak_ 1( x ) = E a llkC~k( X). 
nk 
582a/69/1-7 
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This had been done bijectively for some classes of Sheffer orthogonal 
polynomials in [5, 7, 9, 10]. Moreover, in the q-case of Hermite polynomi- 
als, some remarkable consequences have been found [15]. 
For the Charlier polynomials, it is easy to see that 
E L ( fanx(X)Ca2(x) . . .  Cak(X) )  1711 ' ' '  
n l , . . . ,nk= 0 • nk!  
= ea(e2(q ..... tk)+ "'" +ek(t 1 ..... tk)) ' (4.3) 
where e i is the elementary symmetric function of degree i [19]. In this case 
L(CanxCa 2 " ' "  cak) is a polynomial in a with positive integer coefficients; a 
combinatorial interpretation of this coefficient has been given [12, 23]. For 
k = 3, (4.3) is equivalent to 
[(n 1 +n 2 --n3)/2] 
= E 
an3+lnl!n2[n3! 
/=0 l!(n3 - n2 + /)!(n3 - nl + /)!(nl + n2 - n3 - 2l)! " 
(4.4) 
One can hope that Lq(Cn~(x)Cn2(x)Cn3(x)) is simply a weighted version, 
with an appropriate statistic, of the q = 1 case. However, this is false. For 
example, 
Lq(C2(x)C2(x)C i (x)   = q(q2 + 2q + 1)a a + q(q3 + q2 _ q _ 1)a 3. 
Nonetheless, we have an exact formula for 
Lq(Cn~(x, a, q)C,,2(x, a, q)C.3(x, a, q)), 
which is equivalent to one of A1 Salam and Verma [1]. 
THEOREM 3. Let 173 > nl >- 172 > O. Then 
Lq(C~(x)C~2(x)C~3(x) ) 
= ~ ~ an3+lqK(q _ 1)t-/ [n l - - J ] !o  n2 
In I - -  l ] !q  l - -  ] o 1=o /=o 
, [171 ] [ 13"2--I ~-j ] [j]'q[F/I -- j] 'q 
[n3]'q[ j ]q [n3-n ,  + J lq [n3-n2+l l Iq  
X[171 q- 172 -- n3 - /1 
J q' 
(4.5) 
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where 
K = +J ( -n3- j  + l) + (~) + ( nz - l  
-I-(//3 -- n 1 + j ) ( r t  3 -- 17 2 + l) + j (n  3 -- It2 + l ) .  
The generating function of Lq(Cn,(x)Cn2(x)C~(x)) can be evaluated 
from Theorem 3, yielding 
t~ L1 t~ 2 t~ ~ 
~_, Lq(Cn,(x)C~2(x)C~3(x))IF/l]! q [nz l !q  [F/3]! q 
/'/1~ ;'/2, /'/3 
{at1(1  - q ) ,  at2(1  - q )  
= ( -t3; q)~(-atat2(1 - q); q)~2q~l| 
~ a t l t 2 (1  q) \ ; q, - t3 ) -  
(4.6) 
Letting q ~ 1 in (4.6) gives back (4.3) for k = 3. This generating function 
can also be evaluated irectly using the measure [4, p. 196], the generating 
function (2.3) for the polynomials and a 3(~2 transformation. 
More generally, for k > 4, the generating function of Lq(Cnl(X)... 
Cnk!X)) can be expressed as a difference of two basic hypergeometric 
series. This has been done by Ismail and Stanton [14] for the 
A1 Salam-Carlitz polynomials, so an equivalent formula can be deduced 
for the q-Charlier polynomials using (2.2). 
Let us set up the combinatorial context in which Theorem 3 will be 
proven. We first introduce notations and conventions that will be used 
throughout the proof. Define 
tq(n l ,  r/2, n3) = {((Bi ,  Or/) ;'TT) = ( (B1,  a'I) , (B2,  0-2), (B3,0"3);  77")1 
(Bi, 0-i) is a partial permutation on the set {i} × [ni] , 
and rr is a partition on the cycles of o-1, o-2, and ~3}. 
We will say that an element of the set {i} × [n i] is of color i. When 
giving examples of elements of Lq(nl, n2, n3) , to simplify notation, pairs 
(1, i), (2, i) and (3, i) will always be denoted i, i, and i, respectively. Thus a 
typical element of Lq(8,7, 10) would be described in the following 
way: BI_ = {2, 3}, B 2 = 0 ,  B 3 = {5, 9, 10}, and 7r = 
(!, 5, 7)(8)(1)1(4)1(6)(3, 5)(3, 7)](1, 4, 2)(6, 7)](2, 8, 4, 6) (the underlying per- 
mutations 0-1 = (1, 5, 7)(4)(6)(8), 0-2 = (1, 4, 2)(3, 5)(6, 7), and 0- 3 = 
(1)(2, 8, 4, 6)(3, 7) can be recovered from ~r). 
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Note that the lexicographic order on pairs (i, j)  induces a total order on 
the cycles of o'1, 0-2 and 0-3, according to their minima. Therefore we can 
talk about RG functions. We will always use the letter w to denote the 
RG function associated to ~-. In the above example, w = 1231434153. The 
first cyc(0-j) letters of w correspond to the positions of cycles of color 1 in 
~-, the next cyc(o- 2) to the positions of cycles of color 2, and the last 
cyc(0- 3) letters to the positions of cycles of color 3. We will denote by wa, 
Wb, and wc, respectively these portions of w. In the above example, we 
have w a = 1231, w b = 434, wc = 153, and w = WaWbWc, the concatenation 
of words w,, w b and w c. 
Finally, we will use the notation Supp(w) (or Supp(0-) or Supp(~ri)) to 
denote the underlying set of letters of a word w (or a permutation or or a 
block '77' i of a partition zr respectively). 
From Theorems 1 and 2, we deduce that 
Lq(C.I(X)C.2(x)C.3(x)) = E Wq((Bi,0-i);~), (4.7) 
((Bi, 0"i); 7r)~ Lq(nl, n2, n3) 
where 
O)q((Oi, 0"/);,/7") = OJq(B1, 0-1)(.oq(B2,0-2) oq(B3, 0-3)qrSOr)a #bl°cks( ), 
(4.8) 
and wo(B, 0-) was defined in Theorem 1, as a signed monomial in the 
variables a and q. This gives a combinatorial interpretation of the left-hand 
side of (4.5). 
For q = 1, the negative coefficients of a are counterbalanced by the 
positive coefficients of a, and (4.7) is a polynomial with positive coeffi- 
cients. Indeed, in that case, it is not hard to find a weight-preserving 
sign-reversing involution on Lq(n 1, t/z, n 3) (cf. [5]) whose fixed points 
((Bi, o-i); ~-) are characterized by 
(i) B i = O and o- i = Identity, for i = 1, 2, 3; 
(ii) the word w a (respectively, w b and w c) contains all distinct letters, 
and Supp(w,)  G Supp(wbw c) (respectively Supp(w b) G Supp(waw c) and 
Supp(w c) c_C_ Supp(WaWb)). 
Identity (4.4) easily follows from oJ 1-counting these fixed points. 
However, the general q-case is much harder, and some negative weights 
remain. The sign of Wq((Bi, o'i); 7r) comes from the cardinalities of the sets 
B i and the signs of the permutations %. In our proof, we successively apply 
five weight-preserving sign-reversing involutions q~i to Lq(n D n 2, n3), each 
one acting on the fixed points of the preceding one. @1 forces 0- 3 = Id, ffl) 2 
forces B 3 = O, @3 forces 0-1 = Id, q~4 forces B I = O, and q5 s forces 
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0-2 =/d ,  leaving B 2 arbitrary. Hence the negative part of (4.7) is due only 
to B 2. 
The final set of fixed points, Fix455, does not contain the fixed point set 
(above) for q = 1. Instead there is a bijection from a subset of Fix45 5 to 
this set, but it does not preserve the powers of q. 
The five weight-preserving sign-reversing involutions 45i and their re- 
spective fixed point sets Fix45 i are given in the next section and the 
complete characterization of Fix45 5 is given by the conditions Fix.1 through 
Fix.4, stated at the beginning of Section 6. In Section 6, we show that the 
Wq-weight of F/x 455 is equal to the right-hand side of (4.5), thus establish- 
ing Theorem 3. 
5. THE WEIGHT-PRESERVING SIGN-REVERSING INVOLUTIONS 45i 
Let us recall that a weight-preserving sign-reversing involution (or WPSR 
involution) 45 with weight function o) is an involution such that for any 
e ~ F/x45, o~(45(e)) = -w(e) .  
Involution 451. This WPSR involution will kill any ((Bi, 0-/); re) such 
that 0- 3 is not the identity. 
Remember  that the cycles of o- 3 are ordered by increasing minima. Find 
the greatest cycle Cio such that either this cycle is of length > 2 or it lies in 
the same block rei of re as some other 1-cycle greater than it. I f  cz0 
satisfies the latter condition, the 1-cycle greater than ci0 in the leftmost 
block reh of part it ion re is glued to the end of ci0. Then, if h = h 0 < h 1 < 
• -" < h m = i denote the indices of the blocks between reh and rei con- 
taining 1-cycles greater than ci0 , these 1-cycles are moved from block reh, 
to block 7Thl_l. 
For example, for ((Bi, or/); 77") ~ Lq(9, 0, 10) such that B 1 = B 2 = Q, 
B 3 = { 1 0} and re = (1)(1, 2)(6)1 (2, _8)(7)1(3)(4) 1(5)(3, 9)(8)1 (6, _9)(_7)(7)1 (4), we 
have 0- 3 = (1, 2)(3, 9)(4)(5)(6)(7)(8), cio = (3, 9), and 451((Bi, 0-i); re) is given 
by the same Bi's , 0-3 becomes (1, 2)(3, 9, 6)(4)(5)(7)(8), and re = 
(!)(1, 2)(5)1(2, 8)(8)1(3)(4)1(5)(3, 9 6) 1(_6, _9)(7)(7)i(4). 
Note that the number  of inversions gained in 0- 3 is counterbalanced by 
the loss in the statistic rs(re). Conversely, if ci0 is of length > 2 and does 
not lie in the same block as any other greater cycles, its image is defined in 
the obvious way so that 451 is an involution. For more details, see [5]. 
Fixed Points for 451. The cycle c~0 is not defined if and only if 0- 3 
contains only 1-cycles which all lie in different blocks of re. Therefore,  
Fix45 1 ={( (B i ,  o'i) ; re) E Lq(nl,rt2,rt3)I0- 3 is the identity 
and w c contains all distinct letters}. 
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Involut ion (]b 2 . This WPSR involution is designed to discard all 
((Bi,  o-i); 7r) ~ F/xq~ 1 such that B 3 is not empty. 
Let ((Bi,  o-i); ~-) ~ Fix@ 1 and let k = #blocks(w) .  
Denote by Jo, 0 < Jo < (n3 - 1), the integer such that Jo + 1= min(B3). 
I f  B 3 = Q, we let Jo = oo. Likewise, denote by Jl, 1 < J1 < n3, the maxi- 
mum integer such that the 1-cycle (]1) forms a singleton block in 7r. 
Remember  that o- 3 = Id  and w c contains all distinct letters. By maximality, 
(]1) lies in the kth  block of ~r. Denote by J'l its contribution to the statistic 
rs, that is the number  of (different) letters after the only occurrence of k 
- .¢ 
in w c (and in w). I f  there are no such singleton blocks in ~-, let Jl = J1 = m. 
There are two cases: J0 < J'l, or J0 > J'l. I f  J0-<J~, qbz((Bi, o-i ); 77") is 
obtained by inserting the 1-cycle (J0 + 1) in o- 3 and by inserting the letter 
(k + 1) in we at the (J0 + 1)-th position from the end of w c, leaving 
everything else fixed. 
For example, for ( (B  i, o-i); rr) defined by B 1 = Q = B 2, B 3 = {2, 6, 8} 
and 7r = (_1, 6)(5)(7)[(2)(1, 3, 2)(4)1(3, 5, 4) 1(4)(9)1(1)1(3)1(5), w c = 562714, 
J0 = 1, Jl = 5 and j~ = 2. Then the new w c in qbz((Bi, o-i); ,/7-)is_. w c = 
5627184, and q~2((Bi, or/); 7r) is defined by B 1 = Q = B 2, B 3 = {6, 8} and 
rr = (1, 6)(5)(5)[(2)(1, 3, 2)(5)1(3, 5, 4) 1(4)(9)[(1)1(2)1(4)1(7). 
Note that qbz((Bi, o-i); 77") has its j] equal to the J0 associated to 
((Bi,  o-i); ~-). Conversely, if J'l < J'0, the image of ( (B  i, o-,.); 7r) is defined in 
the obvious way so that (/)2 is an involution. (D 2 is also weight-preserving 
and sign-reversing. For more details, see [5]. 
Fixed Points fo r  q~2. Fixed points correspond to the case J0 = J'a = oo. 
This means that B 3 = ~ and there are no singleton blocks in rr of color 3. 
Therefore,  
FIX~ 2 = {((Bi, o-,.);-n') ~ F/XqbllB 3 = ~ and Supp(Wc)  c_ Supp(wawb)  }. 
Note that Supp(w c) c_ Supp(wawb)' is  equivalent o the condition that the 
WaW b is an RG function whose maximum equals #blocks(er) .  
To do @3 and later qb s, we need to describe the contribution to the 
statistic rs of the elements of color 1 and 2 in partit ion ~'. Let w be a word 
on the alphabet [k]. Let wij denote the subword of w obtained by 
discarding letters not equal to i or j, 1 _< i < j  < k. For instance, if 
w = 123144124, wl2 = 12112. Then we can write 
rs(w)= E rs(wij). 
l <_i<j<k 
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Claim. Let w be an RG function of maximum k and suppose w = vv'. 
Then v is an RG function and 
rs(w) = E rs(~,~) + g ls(~ij) + rs(~') 
l <_i <j <~k, l <~i <j <_k, 
i ~ Supp(v') i ~ Supp(v') 
:= rs(w)l~ + rs(~') .  
Thus the contribution to the statistic rs(w) of the initial word v, rs(w)[~, 
is indeed an interpolation between the hard statistic rs and the easy 
statistic Is, as was studied by White in [22]. He showed in particular that 
these specific interpolating statistics were q-Stirling distributed, meaning 
that their generating functions over RG(n, k) are the q-Stirling numbers 
of the second kind Sq(n, k), up to a power of q. He provides a bijection on 
RG(n, k) such that the mixed statistic is sent to the easy statistic ls (up to 
a constant). More precisely: 
LEMMA 4. Let S = {s I < s 2 < - • - < Sm} C_ [k]. There is a bijection qes: 
RG(n, k) --+ RG(n, k) such that for any w ~ RG(n, k), 
E rs(wij~ + E Zs(wej~ = Zs(~s(w)) - E (k - sj). (5.1~ 
l <i <j <k,  1 <i <j <k,  j=  1 
i~S  i~[k ] -S  
Proof. Define qti: RG(n, k) --+ RG(n, k), 1 _< i < k - 1 as follows: 
(i) if w ~ RG(n, k) has a letter i to the right of the first occurrence 
of (i + 1), then the rightmost letter i is switched to (i + 1) and any (i + 1) 
to its right is changed to i. For example, ~1(111212332122) = 
111212332211. 
(ii) if w does not have a letter i to the right of the first occurrence of 
(i + 1), then all (i + 1)'s to its right are switched to i's. For example, 
g*1(1112232) = 1112131. 
For convenience, we will set qtk: RG(n, k)-+ RG(n, k) to be the 
identity. Now, given S={s  1<s  2 < . - .  <s  m}c_[k], U s is defined as 
follows: 
o(~o~-1  . . . . .  ~2) . . . . .  (~  . . . . .  ~so) 
Note that qZs preserves the positions of the first occurrences. For more 
details, the reader is referred to [22]. | 
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Involution (][)3" This next involution is designed to kill any element 
((Bi,o-i); ~) such that o- 1 is not the identity. Note that since the interpolat- 
ing statistics w~ are q-Stifling distributed, it reduces to proving the 
orthogonality relation 
n 
Y'~ ( -1 )n -kcq(n ,k )Sq(k ,  m) = ~n.m" 
k=m 
But this formula was deduced in Prop. 3.1 of [6] from a weight-preserving 
sign-reversing involution on appropriate pairs of 0-1 tableaux. The gen- 
eral idea is to map o-1 and w a bijectively into a pair of 0-1 tableaux, using 
gt s defined in the previous lemma and the correspondences described in 
Section 1. Then we can apply the WPSR involution, essentially shifting the 
rightmost shortest column from one 0-1 tableau to the other. 
• 3((Bi, o-i); "w) is then obtained by replacing o- 1 and w a by the new 
decoded pair of 0-1 tableaux. Involution q~5 will use similar ideas. 
We need only specify the bijective coding of (o-l, wa) into a pair of 0-1 
tableaux. Let ((Bi, o-);~-) ~ F/xq0 2 and let n = n 1 - IBI[, k = cyc(o- 1) and 
m = max(Supp(Wa)). 
(i) For o- 1, simply use the correspondence described in Section 3 to 
get a 0-1 tableau ~o 1 with (n - k) columns of distinct length _< (n - 1). 
Note that inv(o-1)= inv(qh). 
(ii) For Wa, we first want to reduce the interpolating statistic rs(w)lwo 
to the easy statistic ls(wa). This is done by applying gr s defined in the 
previous lemma to w~, for S = [m] \ Supp(WbWc). We then use the corre- 
spondence described in Section 3 to get a 0-1 tableau q~2 with (k - m) 
columns of length < m. There is one last technicality: the statistic ls is 
sent to the non-inversion statistic on 0-1 tableaux (up to the constant 
(~ 1), therefore we will apply to q~2 the symmetry involution exchanging 
non-inversions and inversions, so that for its image ~2, we have 
\ - -  / 
rs(w lwo = + ( ) - Z 
i~S  
Note that m is not modified by the WPSR involution applied to pairs of 
0-1 tableaux, thus insuring that the overall involution q~3 is well-defined 
(the new w is still an RG funct ion)and weight-preserving. It is also 
sign-reversing. Details are left to the reader. 
Fixed Points for q~3. At the 0-1 tableau level, the only fixed pair of 0-1 
tableaux is (®, ®), because in that case, it is impossible to move columns. 
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But this can happen if and only if (n - k)  = (k - m) = 0, and therefore 
n =k=m =n 1 -  IB~I, o- 1 is the identity on [n l ] -B  u and w~= 
12. . .  (n 1 - IB~I). Therefore  
F/x@ 3 = {((Bi ,  <) ;  7r) ~ Fix@2[o- 1 is the identity 
and w~ = 12 . . .  (n 1 - IBl l)}. 
Involution (/)4. This involution is the simplest. Its task is to el iminate 
e lements  ((Bi, o-i); ~-) such that B 1 =~ Q. 
Let ((Bi, o-i); ~r) e F/x@ s and let i 0 be the smallest integer, 1 < i 0 < nl, 
such that either -/0 ~ BI, or the 1-cycle (!0) forms a singleton block in ~-. 
Then if t_" 0 ~ B1, insert it as a 1-cycle in cr 1 and as a singleton block in ~-, 
and vice-versa. 
For  example,  if BI = {2}, B 2 = B 3 = Q~, and 7r = (1)(1, 3)1(3)1(1, 2)(2), 
then i 0 = 2 and the image of ((Bi, ~.); ~-) under  @4 is B 1 = Q, B 2 = B s = 
O, and ~- = (1)(1, 3)1(2) f(3)1(1, 2)(2). Detai ls  are left to the reader.  
Fixed Points for @4. 
Fbc@ 4 = {( (B i ,  o-i) ; 77") E F ix@3IB  1 = Q~ and 
Supp(wa) = In1] _~ Supp(WbWc) }. 
Involution @s. This final WPSR involution will annihi late the remain-  
ing ((B u cri); ~-) such that o- 2 is not the identity. It is the only one using the 
hypothesis n 3 _> n a > n 2. The pr inciple of the involution is similar to 43: 
we will reduce the prob lem to f inding an involution for the easy statistic ls. 
Let ((Bi, ~);  ~-) ~ Fix@4, and let #blocks(Tr) = n s + s. First, encode o- 2 
as a 0 -1  tableau p with (n 2 - [B21 - cyc(o-2) columns of distinct lengths 
_< (n 2 - IB21 - 1), using the correspondence descr ibed in Section 3. Note 
that inu(cr2) = inv(qo) and that the shortest column of q~ is of length at 
most cyc( ~r2 ). 
For  wb, we reduce the interpolat ing statistic rs(w)lwowb to the easy 
statistic ls by applying qt s def ined in Lemma 4 to wawb, with S = [n 3 + s] 
- Supp(w~). Note that since w~ = 12 . . .  n 1 and gt s preserves first occur- 
rences, gts(W~Wb) = w~b for some word wb =/~1/;2 . . - /~ .  Note also that 
we must have {n~ + 1 , . . . ,  n s + s} _ Supp(~b) (because w~w b has maxi- 
mum (n s + s)). 
For  example,  if ((Bi, ~.); rr) ~ F/x@ 4 is def ined by B 1 = B 2 = B 3 = Q, 
and ~- = (1)(2)[(2)(3)(5)[(3)(2)1(4)(4)1(5)(5)(1)1(1)(4)(~), we have w~ = 
12345, w b = 61265, w~ = 53642, and ~r z = (1)(2)(3)(4)(5). Then ~r 2 corre- 
sponds to the empty 0 -1  tableau q~ = @, and we successively compute 
S = [6] - Supp(53642) = {1}, gt~l}(WaWb) = 1234566154, and ~% = 66154. 
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Let i o denote the length of the shortest column in ~, 1 < i o < cyc(0-2). 
I f  q~ = Q, let i o = ~. Likewise, let h o denote the smallest integer, 1 < 
h o < cyc(0-2), such that /~ho < ho" If  no such /~i exists, set h o = ~. 
There  are two cases: i o > h o or i o < h o. If i o > h0, then delete bho f rom 
the word Wv and add a column of length (h o - 1) to p, with a 1 in position 
/~ho, from bottom to top, thus obtaining a new pair (~ ,  q~'). Since the letter 
removed from wb is at most equal to  (cyc(0-  2) - 1) < (n 2 - IBzl) < (n  1 + 
1), waff~, is still an RG function of maximum (n 3 + s), and the new i 0 
associated to q:' is equal to (h 0 - 1). q~5((Bi, o-i); ,17-) is then obtained by 
applying qts l  to w~vF~ and by decoding the 0-1 tableau q~'. 
In the above example, i o = ~ and h o = 3. Hence 
(corresponding to the new permutat ion 0- 2 = (1)(2, 3)(4)(5)) and ~ = 6654. 
From qt{1}l(wa~ b) = 123456165, we get cbs((Bi, 0-i); 7r) equals B 1 = B 2 = 
B 3 = 0 ,  and 7r = (1)(2, 3) 1(2)(5)1(3)(2)1(4)(4)1(5)(5)(1)1(1)(4)(3). 
I f  i 0 < h0, the image of ((B i, oz.); ~-) is defined in the obvious way so that 
¢s  is an involution. The proof  that q~s is weight-preserving and sign- 
reversing is quite straight-forward, and the details will be left to the 
reader. It remains to show that q~s is well-defined. Remember  that if 
((Bi, 0-i); ~-) ~ F/xqb4, we must have Supp(w~) G Supp(WbWc). We have to 
show that qb 5 preserves this property. What  complicates matters is the 
application of gt s and firs I to the RG functions w~w b. In Lemma 5, we 
explicitly find the set of images wavy b (which we will denote by I~(S)) of all 
possible WaW b under ~s.  We will then show that the deletion or insertion 
of a letter whose value is strictly less than its position in ~'b yields new RG 
functions w~;  which remain in the set ff'(S). 
Fix /13 ~-- n l  >-- I'12 ~ 0, 0 ~ t _< n 2, and 0 < s < n~ + n 2 -- /'/3" Let S ___ 
[n 3 + s] such that ISI _< s, and fix w o = 12 . . .  n v We denote by 
W(S)  = {WblWaW b e RG(n  1 + n 2 - t, n 3 + s),  and 
[//1] ~ ([/'/3 "-['- S] -- S )  [,-J Supp(wb) }, 
= {Gl ,s(WoW ) = for w(s )} ,  
and 
wow(s) = (wowblwb W(S)}, 
WaHZ(S ) = {WalTFb[l  b
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In particular, when IS] = s, if w C is a word containing the letters in 
([n 3 + s] - S) in any order, with no repetition, and (B 2, o- 2) is a partial 
permutat ion of {2} × [n 2] with cyc(o- 2) = n 2 - t, W(S)  contains all possi- 
ble words w b such that w = 12. . .  nlwbw c is the RG function associated to 
some ((B i, o-i); ~-) ~ F/xq) 4 having these fixed (B 2, %)  and w c. 
LEMMA 5 (Characterization of I~(S)). Let S c_ [n3+ s] such that 
ISI <_ s. The  set If7(S) depends only upon the cardinality j = IS c? [na]]. 
More precisely, we have 
( i )  I 'V (S)  = HTz(S ( " / [n l ] )  , 
(ii) I f  j = O, ff '(Q) = W(Q),  and v? b ~ fie(Q) has the following form: 
g 'b= * " '"  * (n l  + 1) * " "  * (n 1+ 2) - - ' (n  3+s-  1) 
ent r ies  _< n 1 --< ( / ' /1  -]- 1 )  
• " "  * (n 3+s)  * " "  * (5.2) 
< (n 3 + S -- 1) _< (n 3 + S) 
(iii) I f  j = 1, then 1~({i}) = fie({1}) is obtained f rom ffz(Q) by keeping 
only the words g% of  the form (5.2) such that one of  the stars * is set to its 
maximum and the maximum value of  all the stars to its right is lowered by 1. 
So any v~ b has the form 
1,~ b = 
* * , , * 
J 
_< (n 1 + h) 
* --" * (n l+  1) * " "  * (n1+2)" ' (n  I+h)  
entries _< n 1 _< (nl + 1) 
(n 1 +h)  * . . .  * (n 1 +h + 1) " ' -  (n  3 +s-  1) 
< (n I + h - 1) 
* ' ' "  * (n  3 +s)  * " ' '  * (5 .3 )  
_< (n 3+s-2)  _< (n 3+s-  1) 
(iv) I f  j >_ 2, then I~(S) = 1~({1, 2 , . . . ,  j}) is obtained f rom 
1~({1, 2 . . . .  , j - 1}) by the same construction as the one described in (iii). 
Proof. 
(i) First we show that ff '(S) = I~(S c~ In1]). From the definition of 
W(S),  it is dear  that W(S)  = W(S  c3 [hi]). Moreover, if S = {s 1 < . . .  < 
s j<s j+ 1< - . -  <sn}, where s j<n~ and sj+ 1>nl ,  since ges\In~j is a 
bijection on RG(n  a + n 2 - - t ,  n 3 + s), preserving first occurrences and 
leaving all letters < nl fixed, we must have 
s) ) = woW(S). 
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Therefore,  
Wa~r( S) = ~(waW(  S) ) = %(~[n l ]  ° %\[rtl](WaW( S) ) 
= 11fSN[nl](WaW(S ("1 [ / /1 ] ) )  = WaVtZ(S n [ / /1 ] ) "  
(ii) I f  j = 0, qeD is the identity map and 
1~(®) = W(®) = {well2 "'" nlwb ~ RG( / /1  -[-/*/2 - t , / /3  -}- s )} ,  
in which typical elements (tails of RG functions) are given by (5.2). 
(iii) I f  j = 1, suppose S = {i}, 1 _< i < n 1. Then 
W(S)  = {WblWaW b ~RG(n  l + n 2 -  t ,n  3 + S), and i ~ Supp(wb) }. 
Let w b ~ W(S)  and suppose the rightmost occurrence of i lies in position 
p of Wb, between the first occurrence of (n 1 + h) and the first occurrence 
of (n I + h + 1). Thus w~w b has the form 
WaW b = 12- . "  n 1 * " . .  * (n  1 + 1) * " "  * (/21 q- 2) " "  (//1 "~ h) 
entries _< n 1 _< (n 1 + 1) 
• " ' '  * i * " ' "  * 
_< (n l+h)  posit ion < (n ,  +h) ,  
(n~+p) entries ~ i  
(/21 q- h --}- 1)  ' ' '  ( / /3  -t-- s - 1)  * " ' "  * (/13 --I- s )  * - ' "  * 
_< (n 3 + s - 1), _< (n 3 + s) ,  
4=i =~i (5 .4 )  
Apply ~{i} = gtn3+s ° gin3+,-1 . . . . .  q*/ to %%. The last occurrence of 
i in waw b (in position (n 1 + p))  lies to the right of the first occurrence of 
(i + 1) (case (i) in the definition of ~m), SO it is changed to (i + 1) by qti, 
and any (i + 1) to its right is changed to i. Thus the last occurrence of 
(i + 1) in rlZi(waw b) now appears in position (n a + p), again to the right of 
the first occurrence of (i + 2). So all (i + 2)'s to its right are changed to 
(i + 1)'s by gei+l, the (i + 1) in position (n I + p)  is switched to (i + 2), 
and every other letter remains fixed. 
The same argument applies until we reach qtn~+h. At this point in 
~n~+h-1 . . . . .  ~(WaWb), there is a (n 1 + h) in position (n 1 + p)  and no 
occurrence of (n 1 + h) to its right. This means that there are no letters 
(n 1 + h) to the right of the first occurrence of (n 1 + h + 1) (case (ii) in the 
definition of ~m)" Hence ~nj+h changes every occurrence of (n 1 + h + 1), 
except for the first one, to (n 1 + h)'s, and fixes everything else. Once again 
in the RG function obtained, there are no occurrences of (na + h + 1) to 
the right of the first occurrence of (n 1 + h + 2). It is clear that by applying 
successively ~, ,  +h +1 . . . . .  qtn3 +s, respectively, we will get ~{i}(%wb) exactly 
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of the form (5.3). This shows that the set defined in (iii) is equal to 1~({i}). 
Note that the definition of the set 1~({i}) is independent of the actual 
value of i, so ff/({i}) = 1~({1}). 
(iv) The proof is an easy induction based on the proof of (iii). Note 
that if S ={s  1 <s  z < . . .  <sf l ,  s j_<n 1, the positions of the last occur- 
rences of sl, s 2 . . . .  ,sj, respectively, in waw b correspond exactly to the 
positions of the stars successively fixed to their maximum in qts(w~wb). | 
We can show now that q~5 is well-defined. 
Let wb ~ ff7({ 1 ,2 , . - . ,  j}). The letters of ~'b can be divided into two 
categories: the fixed letters (first occurrences of (n a + 1) up to (n 3 + s), 
and j stars that were fixed to their maximum in the construction described 
in the preceding lemma), and the free letters (corresponding to stars in the 
description of wb in Lemma 5). So in order to be in if/({1,2 . . . . .  j}), a 
word ~b must have (n 3 + s - n 1 + j) fixed letters (appearing in some 
fixed relative order), and possibly some free letters, depending on its 
length. 
On one hand, note that the fixed letters of ff'b are always greater or 
equal to their positions in ~b. Indeed, we have already seen that the first 
occurrences were necessarily greater than their position p ((n 3 + s) > 
(nl + 1) > n 2 _> p). As for the j stars fixed to their maximum, the way to 
minimize their value in the construction of Lemma 5 is to fix them 
successively by increasing order of their positions. Then, if they all lie 
before the first occurrences of (n 1 + 1) up to (n 3 + s), the jth star fixed 
will have minimum value (n 1 - j + 1), and the rightmost position where it 
can be located is, for example, the one in the following word: 
Wb = **  ' "  *n , (n  1 - 1) ' "  (n 1 - j+  1) (n  1 + 1) 
entries _< n~ 
(n 1 + 2) . . .  (n 3 + s). 
But from the relations n 3_>n2, t_>0, and j<s ,  we deduce that its 
position p is 
P = Iwol - (n3 +s-n1)  =n 1 + (n e -n3)  - t - s  <n I - j  + 1. 
Therefore in that case, all fixed stars are greater or equal to their 
positions. More generally, if a fixed star is rather located to the right of a 
first occurrence, its value is increased by one, so the letter remains greater 
or equal to its position. 
On the other hand, note that the allowed maxima for the free letters are 
also greater or equal to their positions in ~b. The same type of argument 
(with same inequalities) applies. Details are left to the reader. 
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Now, the "involutive step" of ~5 was to add or to delete a letter from 
~b, and this letter had the property of being strictly smaller than its 
position in ~b" 
I f  the involutive step deleted a letter from ~b (WSVb ~ RG(n l  + n2 -- 
t, n 3 + s)), then it had to be one of its free letters because the fixed ones 
are greater or equal to their positions. Therefore the new ~ obtained is 
in the set I~({1, 2 , . . . ,  j}) (with Wa~' b ~ RG(n  I + n 2 - (t + 1), rt 3 + s)). 
Likewise, if the involutive step added a letter to #b, the new letter is in the 
right range to be considered a free letter, and the fixed letters (and their 
relative order) are not modified, so the new ~ is in the set ff'({i, 2 , . . . ,  j}) 
as well (with W~'b e RG(n  I + n 2 - -  (t - 1), n 3 + S)). 
Fixed Points for ~5. The fixed points of q~5 correspond to the case 
i 0 = h 0 = ~. Clearly, 
F/xq~ s = {((Bi, 0"i); 7r) ~ Fixq~41~ 2 = Id and for 
S = [#blocks(~)]  - Supp(wc),  the word Wb in 
~S( WaWb) = Wa~ b has its ith letter >_ i ,V i}.  
6. COMBINATORIAL EVALUATION OF Lq(C,,l(X)Cn2(x)C,,3(x)) 
An expression of Lq(Cnl(x)Cn2(x)Cn~(x)) can now be computed by 
OJq-COunting of the remaining fixed points F /x~ s. More precisely, 
((Bi, o-i); ~-) ~ F/xq) 5 if and only if 
Fix.1 B 1 -- B 3 = Q, 
Fix.2 tr i -- Id for i = 1, 2, 3, 
Fix.3 w a (respectively w c) has ~ all distinct letters and Supp(w a) c_ 
Supp(WbWc)  (respectively Supp(w c) c Supp(WaWb))  , 
Fix.4 for S = [#blocks(~')] - Sup p(wc), the word Wb = bib2 "'" 
/~,2-LB21 in ~s(WaWb)= Wa~ b has all bi's >_ i, where ~s  was defined in 
Lemma 4. 
Clearly, for such elements, the weight (as was defined in (4.8)) reduces 
to 
Wq((Bi, (ri): "n-) = ( - 1)lB21qinV(B2)+r~(~)a IB21+#bt°cks(~') 
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By O)q-COunting this fixed point set, we will show that 
= E E an3+l ( - -1 ) l -SqL[ l z3 ] !q  l.-- S 
/=0  s=O j=O q 
X J q S - - j  ]q [F /3  -- F/1 Jr- S]q 
. . . . . .  [J]'q[nl --J]'q [ nl + n2-  n3 - l] , 
X in  3 _n2  + I]!q y q 
(6.2) 
where 
L = 
(is) 
+ + j (  - -n  3 -- S + 1) 
2 2 
Evaluating the s-sum by the q-binomial theorem (which has a simple 
bijective proof) gives the right-hand side of (4.5) and thus Theorem 3. 
The main difficulty here is to transpose the condition Fix.4 into the 
Wq-COunting. Using Lemmas 4 and 5, we will see that this corresponds to 
the q-counting of some special sets of RG functions according to the 
statistic ls, which is the object of Lemma 6. 
Let us first group the elements of Fix@ 5 by powers of a. The power of 
a ranges from a minimum of rt 3 (expressing the fact that w c has n 3 distinct 
[etters) to a maximum of (n 1 + n 2) (being the maximum value of 
{max(Supp(wawb)) + IB2[}). Now, 
Lq(Cnlfn2Cn3 ) = 
n,+n2n3 , 
E a~+'~ E ( _ 1)l-,q('~' n2 qrS(.~), 
l=0 s=0 l -- S ~q ~r 
where the last sum ranges over all partitions 7r corresponding to 
((Bi, o-i); rr) ~ F/xCO 5 such that #blocks(rr) = (n 3 + s) and B e is any fixed 
subset of {2} × [n:] of cardinality (l - s). The s-sum is the generating 
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function for the subsets B2, as was established in Section 2. But 
,s(~) = ~s(w) = r~(wO + ~(W)Lo~ 
= FS(Wc) + lS(WaWb) -- E (n3 + S -- U). 
u ~ ([n 3 +s] - Supp(Wc)) 
(6.4) 
Note that for any fixed set Supp(%), there are no constraints on the 
positions of the letters in w~, so rs(w~) is simply the number of inversions 
of the word w~, whose distribution is mahonian (i.e., the generating 
function equals [n3][q), From Lemma 5, we also know that the possible 
choices for wb only depend on the cardinality j of the set (In 3 + s] - 
Supp(%)) n [n~], not on the actual set Supp(%) itself. Hence, if we let 
F ix#( j )  = ((%lwb = t)1 " ' "  f in2 - l+s  ~- #({1,2  . . . . .  j}) and/~i > i ,V i},  
where #({1, 2 , . . . ,  j}) was characterized in Lemma 5, we get that the last 
sum on the right-hand side of (6.3) equals 
Eq "s(~) = [F /3] [q  ~ 2 q'S(W,,~O 
"rr 3'=0 ffb EFixI~(j )
(6.5) 
Finally, we show that: 
LEMMA 6. I f  W e = 12. . .  n 1, Wb = D1.../~n2-t+s and max(Supp(wa~b)) 
= n 3 + s, then 
E q,S(Wo~b,=q~ I , 2-z + s ] [J]!q["l-J]!q 
n I + n 2 - n 3 - l]  × 
J q 
(6.6) 
where 
( ) (n2/+s) 
A = nl + + (n 3 - n I +s  + j ) (n  3 - n 2 + [). 
2 2 
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FIG. 3. Encod ing  of  Wb as a 0 -1  tableaux.  
1 * 
Proof Note that the statistic ls of any RG function is just the sum of 
the values of the letters minus one, so 
) n2--l+s 
ls(w,~b) 171 = + E (6 , -  1)  
2 i=l 
To visualize more easily where the various factors of (6.6) come from, 
let us encode ~b as a 0-1 tableau q~ in the following manner:  start with a 
(n 3 + s) × (n z - l ÷ s) rectangular Ferrers diagram. Fill it with a 1 in 
position j (from bottom to top) of column i i f  /~i = J, and with O's 
elsewhere. For example, if (n 3 + s) = 8, nl = 6 = (n z - l + s) and Wb = 
175787, q~ is the 0-1 tableau on the left of Fig. 3. 
Obviously, we have E(bi - 1) = inv(~). Note also that the 0's in the 
shaded staircase shape of q~ in Fig. 3 always count as inversions, express- 
ing the fact that  [)i ~-~ i. They account for the factor q(.2+,+,) in (6.6). We 
can therefore drop them from ~ without loss of generality, and compute 
the inversion number  of the reduced 0-1  tableau ~. We now use Lemma 5 
to characterize the possible fillings of q5 according to j. 
Case 1. j = 0. From Lemma 5 (ii), ff'b E W(Q) simply means that it is 
the tail of an RG function. Thus the only restrictions on ~b are that the 
first occurrences of (n 1 + 1), (n I + 2) . . . . .  (n 3 + s) appear  in the right 
order. 
I f  we set x = (n 3 + s), y = nl, and z = (/7 2 - l + s), in the context of 
0 -1  tableau, we want to q-count all 0 -1  tableaux ~ with z columns of 
lengths x, (x - 1) . . . . .  (x - z + 1) respectively, such that when we look at 
the top (x - y) rows of ~ from left to right, the leftmost 1 in any row must 
always occur before the ones in the rows above it. Grouping the tableaux 
according to these leftmost occurrences of l 's, we get "typical" 0-1  
tableaux qStyp, corresponding exactly to the typical words ~b described in 
(5.2) of Lemma 5. For instance, the typical 0-1  tableau ~typ containing 
582a/69/1-8 
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our previous example is illustrated in Fig. 3 (stars * correspond to possible 
positions of l's). Carrying out the q-counting, observe that 
1.1. Each column containing a number rn of stars contributes a factor 
[m]q to the q-counting of inversions. No matter which (x - y) columns are 
chosen to be first occurrences of upper l's, the number of stars in the 
remaining columns is y , (y  - 1) , . . .  and (x - z + 1), respectively, con- 
tributing to an overall factor of 
[Y ] !q  [F/ l ]  I "q 
+t], "q 
1.2. The O's below the leftmost occurrences of upper l 's  (shaded in 
Fig. 3) form a part i t ion/z with (x - y) parts of length at least (x - z) and 
at most y, determined by the positions of the first occurrences. Summing 
over all possible choices, it contributes a factor 
--  y In  3 -- n 1 + sJq 
Case 2. j >_ 1. Recall that Lemma 5 (iii) and (iv) provides a method to 
construct all the elements of fie({1, 2 , . . . ,  j}) uniquely from fie(Q). In the 
0-1  tableau context, if we extract only the cells filled with stars in ~typ 
(hence obtaining a tableau ~typ with (n 1 + n 2 - n 3 - l) columns of lengths 
nx,(n 1 -- 1 ) , . . . , (n  3 - n 2 + l + 1), respectively), the manipulation de- 
scribed in Lemma 5 (iii) corresponds to replacing the top star of a column 
by a 1, and all the top stars to its right and the stars below it by a 0. 
Repeating this procedure j times and reinserting the columns of $typ in 
~3typ yields to "typical" 0 -1  tableaux that correspond to the elements of 
FixW(j). For example, Fig. 4 shows the above manipulations on the third 
and the first columns respectively of the stars extracted from (~typ of Fig. 3. 
Proceeding to q-counting, the part (1.2) of Case 1 is left unchanged and 
the part (1.1) is replaced by the contribution of the different choices of 
, • • * * * 1 0 1 0!1  0 
, • • * * * 0 * 0 * 0 0 
, * , * * * 0 * 0 * 0 * 
• **  **0  0"0  
• * **  O*  
FIG. 4. Manipulations of Lemma 5 in the context of 0-1 tableaux. 
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FIG. 5. Bijection between two classes of 0-1 tableaux. 
Otyp. But observe that 
2.1. All the 0-1 tableaux ~typ such that a star has been changed to a 
1 in columns c 1, c2, . . ,  and c i contribute to [j]!q times the q-counting of 
the 0-1 tableaux 0typ such that this procedure was done in increasing 
order of the ci's. Therefore, we can restrict to this latter case. This 
explains the factor [j]!q in (6.6). 
2.2. It is not hard to see that in that case, we are q-counting all 0-1 
tableaux ~ containing (nl + n2-  n3-7)  columns of lengths nl, (n 1 - 
1), . . .  , (n 3 - n 2 + l + 1) respectively, such that when we look at the top j 
rows from right to left, the rightmost 1 in any row has to occur before the 
ones in the rows above it. There is a simple weight-preserving bijection 
between this class of 0-1 tableaux and the one that was q-counted in case 
1, for x=n 1, y=(n  l - j )  and z=(n  l+n 2 -n  3 - l ) ( th i s  class is de- 
fined by interchanging "left" and "right"). Given 0 in the first class of 0-1 
tableaux, just leave all the l 's below the j-th row fixed and "reverse the 
order" of the l 's in the top j rows, within the columns where they appear. 
Figure 5 gives an example of this for j = 2. 
This is clearly an involution that preserves the number of O's below l's. 
Therefore, we can simply use case 1 to compute the q-contribution of the 
0's. We obtain 
[n l  -- J]!q [nl + n2 - n3 - l] 
qj(n3-n2+l) fFt3 ~2"-~ 11! q j q" I 
Finally, putting together Lemma 6, identities (6.5) and (6.3) yields 
identity (6.2), thus completing the proof of Theorem 3. 
Note that if we take n 2 = 0 and apply q51 and (/)2 to  Lq(nl, O, n 3) 
(assuming n 3 ___ n~), the set  F /x ( ib  2 is easily seen to be empty unless 
n I = n3, in which case it can be proven to be Wq-COunted by the right-hand 
side of (4.2) (n = nl, m = n3), thus proving orthogonality and Theorem 2. 
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These results can also be obtained by applying directly (/)3 and q~4 to the 
set Lq(nl ,  0, n3) , assuming this time n 1 >_ n 3. We also have a weight-pre- 
serving sign-reversing involution proving orthogonality when the q-statistic 
for the moments is taken to be Ib instead of rs, but we do not know how to 
generalize it to the linearization problem. 
COROLLARY 7. Let n 1 >_ n 2 >_ . . .  >_ n k. The coefficient of  the lowest 
power o f  a, a nl in Lq(CnlCn2... Cnk) is a polynomial in q with positive 
coefficients. 
Proof. The proof of Theorem 3 can be generalized to a product of k 
q-Charlier polynomials, any additional color being treated as was color 2, 
the middle color. It is easy to see then that the fixed points contributing to 
the lowest power of a must have all B i = Q, and therefore have all 
positive weights. | 
COROLLARY 8. Let  n 3 >_ n 1 ~ n 2. The coefficients o f  a nl+n2--i in 
gq(CnlCn2Cn3) is equal to (q - 1) ~1+~2-n3-2i t mes the coefficient o f  a ~3+i, 
for 0 < i <_ t(n 1 + n 2 - n3)/2]. 
Our proof of Corollary 8 is analytical, but we would like to have a 
combinatorial explanation of this "symmetry" property. 
Note that F/xtb 5 is not an optimal set of fixed points, in the sense that 
there are still some terms that cancel each other when we proceed to 
tOq-COunting of F/xq~ 5. For example, for n 1 = n 2 = n 3 = 2, the two ele- 
ments of F/xq~ 5 such that B 2 = {2}, w = 12121 and B 2 = 0,  w = 123123 
have weight -a3q3 and a3q 3 respectively. However, we do not believe that 
an attempt o reduce F/x qb 5 would be worthwhile. 
COROLLARY 9. Let  n I >_ n 2 >_ . . "  >_ n k. I f  q = 1 + 
r, Lq(Cn C~2. . . Cnk) is a polynomial in r with positive coefficients. 
7. THE CLASSICAL q-CHARLIER POLYNOMIALS 
We contrast the results of the previous sections with those for the 
classical q-Charlier polynomials [11, p. 187] 
cn( x ; q; q) =2t~l(q -n, X;0; q, - -q~+l /a) .  (7.1) 
The monic form of these polynomials, cc~(x; a; q) satisfies 
CCn+,( x; a; q ) = ( x - b~)ccn( x; a; q)  - )tnCCn_l( X; a; q) ,  
where 
A n = -aq ' -2n(1  - q-n) (1  + aq n), 
bn = aq- ly2n + q-n + aq-2n _ aq-n.  
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A calculation (see [1l, p. 187]) shows that the moments for these polyno- 
mials are 
n 
/x~ = I--[ (1 + aq-i). 
i -1  
We need to rescale x and a so that b~ and h~ are q-analogues of a + n 
and an respectively. If we put x = 1 + z (1 -  q), and multiply a by 
(1 - q), and call the resulting monic polynomials C~(z; a; q), the explicit 
formula from (7.1) is 
dn(z ;a ;q )  =q_~2~ ( -a )~-kq  (~;~) I - I (q  i z -  [i]q). (7.2) 
k =0 q i=0 
The three-term recurrence relation coefficients are 
b n = q-n[n]q(1 + a(1 - q)q-")  + aq -1-2", 
A n = aql-3n[n]q(1 + a(1 - q)q-n) .  (7.3) 
A calculation using the measure in [11, p. 187] gives 
p.n = ~ q-('2)-~S1/q(n, j )a j. (7.4) 
j= l  
Again we find q-Stirling numbers for the moments. Zeng [24] has also 
derived (7.2) and (7.3) from the continued fraction for the moment 
generating function. 
We see that the individual terms in (7.3) do not have constant sign. This 
means that the Viennot theory must involve a sign-reversing involution for 
its combinatorial versions of (7.3) and (7.4). Nonetheless, we can give 
combinatorial interpretations of (7.2) and (7.4), but have no perfect analog 
of Theorem 3. 
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